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GOVERNING
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AS
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NOTED

BEEN
ABOVE ,

THROUGH THIS COUNTRY ’ S NATIONAL MANDATE BY
THE WORKFORCE .

~ Lets get one thing straight ~ not to be misconstrued as
being a player hater which is far from my calling. I am
an advocate of Human Rights, All First Responder
Rights of any Homeland Disaster Since 9/11 on American Soil, fair Due Process, the Constitution for these
United States to be abided by rejecting and protecting
against all that are unaligned as noted by our forefathers
without change, the Survival of the American Dream, a
concerted effort to maintain the Spirit of America and
the Loyal Order of World Peace with the Preservation of
Freedom. Putting this all in a nut shell, where is my
Life, Liberty & the Pursuit of Happiness if I along with
many other organizations have to fight hard to wake up
the everyday American citizen. Not only do all First

Responders have special rights, the American
citizen posses the right to support a justified
cause for protecting their support of these
rights not at the waist side of government
games. The protection for our own should be
taken care of first and foremost less of being
forsaken. This country’s movement of so
called changes has certainly stimulated our
economies growth with the fear of political
obsession, that would fix it all. The only
problem is, American people are faced with
not buying into any stimulation that doesn’t
directly affect putting bread and butter on
their table first instead of a foreign country.

What was the justification for stimulating Palestine
construction donating over 150 million dollars for
housing as noted by Hillary Clinton. This country also
has a big problem with housing too, but I guess they
decided it wouldn’t stimulate that expense for Americans. Well, then why not stimulate the emergency
reserve funds for First Responders first without putting
all of us through hoops with false promises by political
in house warfare games, causing an embarrassment to
the American People. Yes, I said it and it is not a big
secret. Just like the secret of who should be responsible
for the WTC carnage, the growing fatality’s of the still
sick and suffering first responders, who come second
to the illegal's and foreign affairs in this country. Isn’t
it against the American moral, where illegal’s don’t
have to pay their health and medical costs. We the First
Responders are hurt by this receiving court ordered
judgements issued against us for payment and noted on
our credit report. I have been rushed to John Doe
Hospital via EMS Ambulance gasping for air with an
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asthma attack 5 times. Little did I know and in kind
to other Responders being faced with is the dilemma
for being charged $250 for emergency room fees
after insurance and a separate charge of $675 for the
Ambulance ride. I had to pay out of pocket 5 times
with money I didn’t have. One thing for sure as a
born citizen and better than illegal, I was told by the
hospital collection recovery unit, that it is my responsibility to pay these charges or a judgement will
be issued demanding collection. I maintained my
composure at all times, until trying to work out
minimal payments that I can live with, which was
unheard of by collections. In fact, I was questioned
if I receive Social Security, a pension, an LTD
benefit or if there are other members in my household that are employed. What does this all mean?
Exactly! As a First Responder the responsibility of
others is inherited by the First Responder because
we are the ones sick and we needed to use services
that should be paid for by local, state and federal
agencies. The disgust of this and observing illegal's
in the emergency room being cared for with a cold,
toothache, vomiting, black eye and other minor
conditions, raised my anger of being pushed in the
corner waiting for a technician to administer nebulized oxygen therapy on me. After the third emergency room run, I learned to become vocal straining
my voice gasping for more air yelling out, “I AM
POST 911 AND I NEED SPECIAL CARE”! Don’t
you know it worked, because the first medical doctor to come running was a Shrink. He began his life
saving help for me while I'm in the middle of an
asthma attack, by asking me a series of questions in
order to properly help me as follows; “Are you
depressed?” “Do you feel worthless?” “Do you feel
sorry that you responded to the WTC?” “Do you
feel sometimes that you want to hurt someone or
you might want to hurt yourself?” I looked him
square in the eyes and said are you a joke doctor, if
you don’t immediately hook me up to oxygen therapy, you will find out for sure the answers to all of
your useless life saving questions with a fat lawsuit.
With that said exactly in that manner trying to talk
and breathe at the same time, 3 aids came out of
nowhere and had me hooked up in less than 30
seconds while apologizing for the doctors anal-re-

tentive behavior. I have since become reluctant to ever go back to the hospital
emergency room unless I knew I was dying. My experiences have become a common one with all First Responders, not only
in hospitals and happens quite frequently
with our private medical doctor visits where
most of us have reported being left in the
waiting room for more than 2 hours. All of
these dilemmas helped to self educate the
First Responder to seek out new doctors and
during consultation being assured that this
won’t happen to us the First Responder who
needs special care that many take for
granted with reason behind this statement.
Many First Responders cannot be cared for
by just any medical doctor who has no idea
of the toxin animal in the beast conditions
we all suffer from. Many doctors have
kindly and compassionately admitted to me
that my multi medical conditions are beyond their expertise which they feared hurting me. Although I am a registered
Responder with the Mount Sinai Medical
Monitoring and treatment Program, the
medical staff are more compassionate then
most. But there are limitations to treatment
and prescribing free medication that has
been approved by the City of New York. So
once again we are faced with choosing to
find a private medical doctor to care for
those unapproved conditions. Thus, creating the snowball effect for capping out our
family prescription drug plan.
American Homeland Disasters always existed and shall never leave, becoming a part
of life for the 9/11 WTC FRF, mission with
cause to fight for the rights of all first responders on American Soil. The collapse of
the Towers resulting from the criminal terrorist political attack via airline hijacking in
fact, caused toxin dust to become lethally
airborne to anyone’s immune system. Most
of these illnesses induced through the
responder’s immune system were not made
a part of any settlement by the City of New
York. There were many responders that
worked one day, months to years and were
not affected as yet, which we will note as
having a higher immune at that time of their
participation or a bystander. There are many
responders and/or bystanders who were in
the area one day, months or years and have
multi medical conditions, which we note as
having a compromised immune system during that time.

RESPONDER VS THE
AMERICAN DREAM
“I am so sick of being sick told and that some of my
conditions which were non-existent prior to 9/11,
are”. “I am so sick of being sick and told that my
medical condition may be related, but are not being
recognized by the responsible Agencies for, “WE
THE

PEOPLE,

SUFFERING

THE

WHO

STILL

SICK

RESPONDED

AND

TO

A

DISASTER ON HOMELAND AMERICAN SOIL”.
“I am so sick of being sick and paying for attorney’s to
fight my fight that is a given entitlement in the Spirit
Of America as a United States Citizen, which always
was and should never change”. “I am so sick of being
sick, hearing and watching First Responders fall to the
depths of death by way of past procrastination to
deprive, and should be treated as a crime in itself”. “I
am so sick of being sick, and knowing that I too
someday shall fall and in my heart I am the walking
dead where I must fight hard to overcome”. “I am so
sick of being sick, and knowing that the unborn shall
weaken with lesser courage and bravery because of
these short comings that compromise

The Loyal

Order Of World Peace and the Preservation Of Our
Freedom”. I have more physical bad days then good
days and I shall use my positive energy to take a
position and stand fast with the “SPIRIT OF
AMERICA. My passion is so contrary to riding the
tails of political mercy by those who have failed this
nation with American priority, over those that may be
less fortunate in other nations, is the political
obsession for political priority. Inasmuch, taking care
of our own first is imperative to rebuild the strength
and growth of our nation which has been forsaken too
many times all counterproductive against the
AMERICAN DREAM.
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T HIS COUNTRY HAS MANY LAWS YET MORE SYSTEMS THAT ARE IN PLACE TO BALANCE THE MANY
LAWS OR IS IT THE LAWS THAT BALANCE THE MANY SYSTEMS . I N ANY EVENT OR JUSTIFICATION TO
THE SO CALLED FORMULAS , THEY ONLY WORK IF THE POWERS THAT BE , IN CHARGE ALLOW THEM
TO WORK FOR THE INTENDED PURPOSES AND USE . T ODAY WE ARE SEEING A WHOLE NEW
GENERATION OF POLITICAL FAILURE BY ITS BUFFOONERY IN THE POLITICAL ARENAS MOSTLY BY THE
POLITICAL BULLY ,

(P ROTOCOL , P ROCEDURE AND P ERCEPTION ).
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insanity, is their way of life because they allow it. In
America, it is an element of surprise where this nation
is not poor, yet so blind to protect the welfare of our
unborn American Children. Stimulating changes for
political gain outside this country has removed the
fear of God, thus stimulating the fear of being an
American.

You can’t take away what has been

established from day one in this country and expect
your empire not to crumble. Today’s medical
discrimination and failure toward First Responders is
part of history.

Our children's, children’s unborn

children’s history education, will destroy their badge
of courage and bravery that I had to employ as an
American to save and protect our own, no longer to
exist.!
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